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ABSTRACT

A case study is presented of an atmospheric river (AR) that produced heavy precipitation in the U.S. Pacific

Northwest during March 2005. The study documents several key ingredients from the planetary scale to the

mesoscale that contributed to the extreme nature of this event. The multiscale analysis uses unique experi-

mental data collected by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) P-3 aircraft op-

erated from Hawaii, coastal wind profiler and global positioning system (GPS) meteorological stations in

Oregon, and satellite and global reanalysis data. Moving from larger scales to smaller scales, the primary

findings of this study are as follow: 1) phasing of several major planetary-scale phenomena influenced by

tropical–extratropical interactions led to the direct entrainment of tropical water vapor into the AR near

Hawaii, 2) dropsonde observations documented the northward advection of tropical water vapor into the

subtropical extension of the midlatitude AR, and 3) a mesoscale frontal wave increased the duration of AR

conditions at landfall in the Pacific Northwest.

1. Introduction

Extreme precipitation on the U.S. west coast presents

at least two major practical challenges that serve as mo-

tivation for the study presented here. First, protection of

life and property in floods requires the accurate prediction

of the timing, location, and intensity of extreme precip-

itation and runoff on the scales of key watersheds. Ade-

quate lead time is needed to prepare, for example, to

evacuate people hours to days before a flood (e.g., Ralph

et al. 2003) or, potentially, to draw down reservoirs days to

weeks before an extreme event. Second, policies that af-

fect major economic sectors, such as housing (Dettinger

et al. 2009), require climate change projections of extreme

precipitation and flooding events as policy makers con-

sider major changes to flood control and water supply in-

frastructure (e.g., dams–reservoirs, levees). As highlighted

by the Dettinger et al. (2009) study and by Ralph et al.

(2010), uncertainties in climate projections and errors in

quantitative precipitation forecasts (QPFs) are signifi-

cant. As a step toward addressing these challenges, the

current study examines a uniquely well-observed extreme

precipitation event to better understand the role of at-

mospheric river (AR) conditions, and how they were af-

fected by planetary-scale, synoptic-scale, and mesoscale

physical processes.

ARs are a phenomenon that is key to both the global

water cycle (e.g., Zhu and Newell 1998), and to extreme

precipitation and flooding (e.g., Ralph et al. 2006; Stohl

et al. 2008; Leung and Qian 2009; Knippertz and Wernli

2010). ARs play a key role in horizontal water vapor

transport and, yet, are relatively narrow filaments (i.e.,

‘‘rivers’’) roughly 400 km wide on average (Ralph et al.

2004) that perform .90% of the horizontal water

vapor transport in midlatitudes (Zhu and Newell 1998).

Also, their characteristics are ideal for creating strong

orographic precipitation when they encounter terrain

(Neiman et al. 2002, 2008b; Ralph et al. 2005a; Falvey and

Garreaud 2007; Smith et al. 2010). When AR conditions

occur, they are located in the warm sector of extratropical

cyclones and can be characterized by strong winds and
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large water vapor contents at low altitudes (Ralph et al.

2004, 2005a). They constitute the part of the warm

conveyor belt (e.g., Browning 1990; Carlson 1991) con-

taining strong latent heat transport. Figure 1 shows three

examples of ARs observed using measurements of ver-

tically integrated water vapor (IWV) from Special Sensor

Microwave Imager (SSM/I) (Hollinger et al. 1990) satel-

lite measurements. In each of these cases, extreme pre-

cipitation occurred somewhere along the U.S. west coast,

ranging from 495 mm in less than a day to 660 mm in 4

days, including the November 2006 event (Fig. 1b) docu-

mented by Neiman et al. (2008a). The temporal evolution

of one event, the one studied in detail in this paper, is shown

in Fig. 2. The AR developed first near Hawaii (Fig. 2a)

and then struck the U.S. west coast (Fig. 2c), which led to

heavy orographic precipitation (Fig. 2e) and high stream

flows that brought an end to a period of drought in the

Pacific Northwest. (It is important to recognize that while

a static image of an AR, as in Figs. 1 and 2, suggests that

an Eulerian perspective can be helpful, the Lagrangian

nature of the water vapor transport in ARs is a crucial

concept that better represents the fact that rainout, evapo-

ration, moisture convergence, and other processes modu-

late the water vapor transport along an AR.) An underlying

question is, what conditions, from the planetary to the

mesoscale, are important for distinguishing average ARs

from those that produce extreme rainfall or flooding?

A number of studies of related phenomena provide

context for this paper. On the planetary scale, research has

identified linkages between tropical forcing and the baro-

clinic waves and storm track that bring precipitation to the

U.S. west coast. Mo and Higgins (1998a,b) showed that the

location of tropical convection in the Pacific modulates

water vapor transport at midlatitudes, affecting the U.S.

west coast. Mo (1999), as well as Bond and Vecchi (2003),

documented correlations between the position of the

Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) in the tropics and alter-

nating wet and dry episodes along the West Coast. Jones

(2000) showed that the best correlation to extreme pre-

cipitation in California was when MJO convection was

positioned over the Indian Ocean. Kiladis (1998) diagnosed

linkages between tropical convection, subtropical moisture

flux, and extratropical Rossby waves. Within this context,

the presence of two parallel ARs in the North Pacific in

Fig. 2 is strongly suggestive of such tilted extratropical wave

packets (EWPs), which advect moisture poleward along

the leading edges of upper-level troughs and associated

surface fronts. Shapiro et al. (2001) explored the modu-

lating effect of the El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO)

on key characteristics of EWPs (Chang 1993; Chang 2005)

in the eastern Pacific. These studies and many others on the

links between tropical forcing, EWPs, and storm tracks are

summarized in Dole (2008).

An important direct tropical–extratropical interaction

that is characteristic of at least some ARs that produce

extreme precipitation is that they extend to the tropics

and apparently entrain, or ‘‘tap,’’ tropical moisture, which

can then be advected to higher latitudes. This inference is

based on SSM/I IWV satellite imagery (e.g., Figs. 1 and 2),

selected case studies (Neiman et al. 2008a; Leung and

Qian 2009), and model trajectory analysis (Bao et al.

2006; Stohl et al. 2008; Knippertz and Wernli 2010).

Knippertz and Martin (2007) also explored the subject of

water vapor transport from the tropics to subtropics, but

in cutoff lows where midtropospheric (700 mb) water

vapor transport defined what they termed a moist conveyor

belt. However, direct observation of water vapor transport

FIG. 1. Examples of AR events that produced extreme pre-

cipitation along the U.S. west coast, and exhibited spatial conti-

nuity with the tropical water vapor reservoir as seen in SSM/I

satellite observations of IWV. Composite SSM/I satellite images of

IWV (cm) of an AR emanating from the tropical (a) western Pa-

cific on the afternoon of 13 Oct 2009, (b) central Pacific on the

morning of 7 Nov 2006 (see Neiman et al. 2008a for a detailed

summary), and (c) eastern Pacific on the morning of 9 Jan 2005.

The images were generated using the algorithm of Wentz (1995).
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near the key interface between the tropics and subtropics in

an AR event has not been possible in the past. This study

uses dropsonde and in situ data from National Oce-

anic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) P-3

aircraft flights operated out of Hawaii, as well as satellite

and reanalysis data, to start to fill this gap.

Once the planetary- and synoptic-scale conditions are

established, the mesoscale details of the AR, its parent

extratropical cyclone, mesoscale precipitation processes,

and the local terrain ultimately determine which water-

sheds will receive the most precipitation. These meso-

scale details are crucial to forecasting and to mitigation of

flood risks through early warning. This fact, and the re-

lated requirements, have led to the establishment of

the Hydrometeorology Testbed (HMT), which has been

focused on extreme precipitation events along the U.S. west

coast (Ralph et al. 2005b), and the challenge of making

accurate QPFs (Ralph et al. 2010). Several HMT-related

studies of QPF methods have developed and evaluated

advanced approaches for numerical models (Jankov et al.

2007; Junker et al. 2008; Yuan et al. 2008; Ma et al. 2011). In

addition, detailed analyses of an extreme event in California

by Ralph et al. (2003) and Neiman et al. (2004) have

documented the presence of a meso-alpha-scale frontal

wave of roughly 500–1000-km horizontal wavelength

along the primary cold front. Their studies, as well as

forecaster experience (Morss and Ralph 2007), have

noted the importance of the low-level jet (LLJ) ahead of

the primary cold front in these storms in terms of pre-

dicting floods in California. Earlier studies in Europe

FIG. 2. Composite SSM/I satellite imagery of IWV (cm; color bar at bottom) constructed from polar-orbiting swaths between ;1200 and

2359 UTC on (a) 24, (b) 25, and (c) 26 Mar 2005. The wind profiler site at AST and the GPS sites at nearby FTS (red dot) and KOK (red

circle) are shown. The white lines in (a) and (b) portray time-to-space-adjusted NOAA P-3 dropsonde curtains, with date and time end

points shown. The white dotted inset box in (a) is the domain for Fig. 7. (d) Time series of IWV (cm) measured by GPS receivers at KOK

(blue) and FTS (red). (e) Analysis of the 24-h QPE (mm) ending 12 UTC 27 Mar 2005 across the Pacific Northwest, from NOAA’s

Advanced Hydrologic Prediction Service. The boldface white dot shows the locations of Astoria and FTS.
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and New Zealand (Wratt et al. 1996) centered on the

warm sector and the LLJ in focusing orographic pre-

cipitation (e.g., Browning et al. 1974) and in creating

damaging winds (Crochet et al. 1990). This region of the

storm has now been recognized as representing AR

conditions, and since the frontal waves modulate the

characteristics of the front and its associated AR (posi-

tion, strength, propagation, vertical motion), it is crucial to

determine which watersheds are likely to flood (Ralph

et al. 2003; Andrews et al. 2004). However, none of these

earlier studies has clearly documented the connection

between the impacts of frontal wave variations on an AR

and the resulting focusing of extreme rainfall into a rel-

atively small area. This gap is addressed through the case

study presented herein and development of a conceptual

model focused on how the mesoscale frontal wave af-

fects the duration of AR conditions along the coast [note

that duration was identified by Doswell et al. (1996) as

a key factor in flash flood prediction].

Because this paper presents a detailed case study,

based largely on the availability of unique experimental

data, the results are not to be interpreted as represen-

tative of all extreme precipitation events along the U.S.

west coast, but rather as illustrative of one unusually

well-documented case. Each of the three examples of

ARs shown in Fig. 1 appears to have a direct connection

to the tropical water vapor reservoir, and each produced

extreme precipitation on the U.S. west coast. Although

each event exhibits the patterns in IWV characteristic of

ARs that were identified in Ralph et al. (2004, 2005a)

and Neiman et al. (2008b), and each shows a pattern

suggestive of entrainment of tropical water vapor into

the subtropical extensions of these ARs, their ‘‘connec-

tion’’ to the tropical IWV reservoir occurs in different

geographical regions, that is, the western Pacific (Fig. 1a),

central Pacific (Fig. 1b), and the eastern Pacific (Fig. 1c),

and under differing synoptic-scale patterns (not shown). It

is important to note that the interpretations of the mid-

latitude IWV patterns (as in Figs. 1 and 2) as being in-

dicative of strong water vapor transport in ARs were

verified using research aircraft data in Ralph et al. (2004,

2005a) and using global reanalysis data in Neiman et al.

(2008b). However, interpretations of IWV patterns in or

near the tropics are not as straightforward, which is one of

the gaps the unique P-3 aircraft data address in this paper.

While a detailed compositing study of many such events is

a desirable goal, it is beyond the scope of this detailed

case study and, thus, will be the focus of future work.

2. Key datasets

This study focuses on the northern and tropical Pa-

cific basin, a large area with sparse in situ observations.

Hence, operational satellite observations were used to

provide remotely sensed datasets across this region in

March and April 2005. During this period, an SSM/I

(Hollinger et al. 1990) was carried on each of three

Defense Meteorological Satellite Program polar-orbiting

satellites with sampling that was asynoptic and irregular

in time and location, and available only over the ocean.

IWV retrievals were composited onto a 0.258 (;25 km)

latitude–longitude grid of the ascending and descend-

ing satellite passes for each day, providing nearly

complete spatial sampling across the basin. The IWV

(Schluessel and Emery 1990), cloud liquid water

(CLW; Weng and Grody 1994), and rain rate (Ferriday

and Avery 1994) were retrieved from the SSM/I sensors.

In addition to the polar orbiters, geosynchronous sat-

ellites recorded multichannel data globally, including

surface and/or cloud-top brightness temperatures Tb.

NOAA’s Geostationary Operational Environmental

Satellite-10 (GOES-10) provided coverage across the

Pacific Ocean east of ;1658E. Observations of Tb from

merged, time-synchronous geostationary and polar-

orbiting satellite observations were used to generate

the Cloud Archive User Services (CLAUS) dataset,

which is available globally 8 times daily at 0.58 reso-

lution (e.g., Hodges et al. 2000). This dataset serves as an

indicator for upper-level cold cloudiness, and a good

proxy for deep convection within the tropics. A volu-

metric representation of the large-scale meteorological

conditions was achieved using the 4 times per day rela-

tively coarse resolution (;2.58 latitude 3 ;2.58 longi-

tude) global gridded dataset from the National Centers

for Environmental Prediction–National Center for At-

mospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) reanalysis project

(Kalnay et al. 1996).

To obtain a much more detailed depiction of atmo-

spheric conditions, albeit over a comparatively limited

spatiotemporal domain over the subtropical eastern

Pacific, a NOAA P-3 research aircraft flew two key

missions out of Honolulu, Hawaii, in late March 2005.

During each flight, the P-3 recorded standard meteoro-

logical parameters every 1 s from ;300 m above the

ocean surface upward to ;400 hPa. The two missions

were carried out between 2050 UTC 24 March and

0433 UTC 25 March and between 2035 UTC 25 March

and 0455 UTC 26 March. Mission 1 released 44 GPS

dropsondes in two curtains (Fig. 2a), while mission 2

released 23 GPS dropsondes in a single curtain (Fig.

2b). These dropsondes provided high-resolution vertical

profiles of wind velocity, temperature, and water vapor.

A lower-fuselage scanning C-band (;5.6-cm wave-

length) radar recorded precipitation reflectivity data.

A suite of land-based experimental and operational

observing systems that gathered data over northwestern
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Oregon during late March 2005 are used. A NOAA/

Earth System Research Laboratory/Physical Sciences

Division (NOAA/ESRL/PSD) all-weather 915-MHz ra-

dar wind profiler along the coast at Astoria, Oregon (AST;

3 m MSL), provided hourly averaged vertical profiles of

horizontal wind from ;0.1 to 5.0 km above ground level

with ;100-m vertical resolution and ;1 m s21 accuracy

(e.g., Carter et al. 1995). The profiler winds were ob-

jectively edited using the time–height continuity method

of Weber et al. (1993). The height of the precipitation

melting level was determined objectively using the

brightband detection method of White et al. (2002). A

collocated tipping-bucket rain gauge measured rain-

fall with 0.01-in. (;0.25 mm) resolution, while on-site

observations of wind, temperature, water vapor, and

pressure were collected from a 10-m tower, all with

2-min sampling. At nearby Fort Stevens, Oregon (FTS;

10 m MSL), 30-min measurements of IWV in the full

atmospheric column above a dual-frequency GPS re-

ceiver were retrieved with ;1-mm accuracy by mea-

suring the apparent delays in the arrival of radio signals

transmitted by the constellation of GPS satellites (e.g.,

Duan et al. 1996; Mattioli et al. 2007). This study uti-

lizes additional GPS IWV data collected from Salem,

Oregon (SLE; 76 m MSL), and from Kokole, Hawaii

(KOK; 7 m MSL; see Fig. 2). A remote automated

weather station provided hourly rainfall observations in

the coastal mountains of northwestern Oregon at South

Fork (SFK; 688 m MSL), while a nearby U.S. Geological

Survey (USGS) stream gauge recorded data near the

mouth of Nehalem River at Foss (FSS; 10 m MSL).

3. Planetary-scale perspective

Dole (2008) provides a useful summary of key mech-

anisms linking short-term variability in the extratropical

storm track to tropical convection and related forcing

mechanisms that were active during this event. While

many of these mechanisms have been robustly identified

statistically in observations, it is of course more difficult to

prove causality in individual cases. This study links many

of the well-established dynamical mechanisms shown in

previous studies to the evolution of a particular AR.

Bearing in mind that AR events may originate through

a wide variety of large-scale flow patterns over the Pacific,

this case represents one scenario of how such tropical–

extratropical linkages can lead to extreme precipitation

in North America.

In Fig. 2, SSM/I imagery displays a connection in IWV

between the flood event across the Pacific Northwest

and deep moisture regions within the near-equatorial

intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) over the central

Pacific. Such connections have been well documented

for atmospheric rivers affecting the west coast of North

America (e.g., Ralph et al. 2004; Neiman et al. 2008a,b).

Wave energy propagating into the equatorial east Pacific

from the extratropics is common over the central and

eastern Pacific domain during northern winter and spring

(Kiladis and Weickmann 1992; Kiladis 1998; Mo 1999),

but its amplitude and path are strongly influenced by the

large-scale basic state.

A Hovmöller diagram of CLAUS brightness temper-

atures in Fig. 3 (averaged between 58N and 58S) shows

that the tropical convection field during the study period

was dominated by the occurrence of an MJO convective

envelope, with an envelope of enhanced convection am-

plifying over the Indian Ocean during mid-March, then

moving eastward into the western Pacific at around

5 m s21, consistent with a typical MJO event (e.g., Zhang

2005). Embedded within and to the east of the MJO con-

vection are several faster convective envelopes propagat-

ing eastward at phase speeds closer to 15 m s21 (labeled

K1, K2, and K3), having characteristics of convectively

coupled Kelvin waves as revealed by space–time filtering

FIG. 3. Time–latitude diagram of CLAUS brightness tempera-

tures (Tb; K) for the period 15 Mar–2 May 2005, averaged between

58N and 58S over a longitude range extending from eastern Africa

on the left to the coast of central America. Lower Tb signifies cold

upper-tropospheric cloud associated with deep convective systems,

which are organized into multiple time and space scales. Three

Kelvin waves (K1–K3) are emphasized with boldface lines, and

a strong MJO is enclosed by the dashed line. The horizontal dashed

line corresponds to 26 Mar 2005.
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of the raw Tb fields (e.g., Wheeler et al. 2000; Wheeler and

Weickmann 2001; Kiladis et al. 2009).

Figure 4 uses an MJO phase diagram (Wheeler and

Hendon 2004) to illustrate the evolution of the MJO

from phase 1 on 15 March 2005 to phase 3 by 25 March

2005, an 11-day period. The phase and amplitude are

based on projections of daily anomalies onto 158N–158S

averaged patterns of u at 200 hPa, u at 850 hPa, and

outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) that describe the

MJO. Interannual ENSO anomalies and a 120-day run-

ning mean are removed from the daily anomalies. MJO

composite studies during phases 1–3 show that, on aver-

age, the Pacific upper-tropospheric circulation transitions

to a pattern of stronger equatorial westerlies tied to the

eastward translation of subtropical anticyclonic anoma-

lies into the west Pacific (e.g., Knutson and Weickmann

1987). This pattern in turn favors stronger than normal

extratropical wave energy dispersion into the tropical

eastern Pacific (e.g., Matthews and Kiladis 1999). In this

section, these large-scale circulation changes are exam-

ined for this case to provide a context for the AR. This

includes the role of baroclinic disturbances coming off the

Asian continent, their amplification along the coast, and

the southeastward dispersion of energy into the Pacific.

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the 150-hPa stream-

function perturbation and CLAUS brightness temper-

ature fields for two selected days leading up to the storm

event in the Pacific Northwest shown in Fig. 2. The

raw CLAUS Tb is shown, and the mean and first three

harmonics of the mean 1997–2008 seasonal cycle have

been subtracted from the streamfunction field to calcu-

late anomalies. The Tb field in Fig. 5 has been shaded to

represent regions of convection within the tropics, with

colder temperatures indicative of deeper clouds.

At 0600 UTC 23 March 2005 (Fig. 5a), MJO convection

has become established along the equator in the eastern

Indian Ocean and is extending across Indonesia, in part

due to the eastward movement of event K1 into Sumatra

(as highlighted in Fig. 3). Farther north, over western

Asia, a cyclone has developed around 558N, 408E and

represents the western portion of an EWP (yellow arrow)

that has alternating circulation centers extending east-

ward into the central Pacific. Subsequently, the Eurasian

portion of the wave train weakens as the Pacific centers

strengthen over time (not shown), a typical signal of

southeastward energy dispersion.

By 0600 UTC 26 March (Fig. 5b), the North Pacific

EWP is at its peak amplitude, after wave energy has

propagated well into the eastern Pacific, thereby con-

tributing to a well-defined positive tilt of synoptic eddies

that extends toward the Pacific Northwest. The Pacific

convective field is determined in part by the series of

Kelvin pulses (K1–K3) that emanate to the east of the

MJO convection, along with the southward portion of

the trough extending into disturbance K2. In particular,

the ITCZ convection that the AR taps into in Fig. 5b

appears to be reinforced by K2. The AR is embedded

within anomalous southwesterly flow between a posi-

tively tilted upper-level subtropical ridge to its east, and

a similarly tilted trough to its west. The signature of this

trough extends from the Gulf of Alaska all the way down

to the equatorial region near the date line, and wave

energy is seen to have propagated well into subtropical

North America. From Hovmöller diagrams (not shown)

the Rossby wave energy with the AR-linked event dis-

perses at a relatively fast speed of ;40 m s21.

In summary, extratropical wave energy propagating

into the tropics and interacting with ITCZ convection

was shown by Matthews and Kiladis (1999) to be sta-

tistically favored when MJO convection is in the eastern

Indian Ocean (MJO phases 3 and 4). On average during

this time, convection is moving toward the Maritime

Continent and large-scale downstream troughs are be-

ing established first over the western Pacific and then the

central and eastern Pacific basin. This is a favorable base

state for equatorward energy dispersion (Matthews and

Kiladis 1999), since westerlies are more uniform in

FIG. 4. The time evolution between 11 Mar and 24 Apr 2005 of

the MJO in a phase-space diagram of normalized anomalies (units

of standard deviation) defined using 2 ‘‘multivariate’’ empirical

orthogonal functions. A 5-day running mean is applied to the daily

data. The dots on the observed trajectory are 1 day apart, which

grows in magnitude as it moves through phases 8–1–2–3. The

timing of the baroclinic wave packets (EWPs) that dispersed into

the Pacific basin from Asia are marked in the figure, as well as

some selected other dates to orient the reader.
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latitude in the upper troposphere over the eastern Pa-

cific Ocean. Such dispersion provides for coherent,

meridionally extended, and positively tilted distur-

bances that are more likely to reach into the tropics and

establish an elongated AR connecting the tropics to the

mid- and high latitudes of western North America.

While this case study shows a well-defined series of re-

lated events that set the stage on the planetary scale for

the AR to tap the tropics, we reemphasize that ARs can

develop through widely varying mechanisms, many of

which do not necessarily involve equatorward-propa-

gating EWPs or direct transport of tropical moisture

(e.g., Bao et al. 2006). A statistical analysis of more cases

is under way in order to assess the representativeness of

this particular event.

4. SSM/I and aircraft observations of the
atmospheric river

As discussed earlier, the sequence of SSM/I IWV

images in Fig. 2 shows the eastern Pacific AR exiting the

tropical water vapor reservoir southwest of the Hawai-

ian Islands and extending northeastward as a narrow

IWV plume. During this 2-day period between 24 and 26

March 2005, the plume moved eastward across Hawaii

while elongating to the U.S. Pacific Northwest. Time

series traces of IWV measured by GPS receivers at KOK

and FTS (Fig. 2d) show a period of enhanced water vapor

content as the AR impacted each site. The amplitude of

the IWV maximum (KOK, 4.32 cm at 1445 UTC 25 March;

FTS, 2.84 cm at 1445 UTC 26 March) was 1.48 cm larger

FIG. 5. The 150-hPa streamfunction anomalies (contours) and CLAUS Tb data (color scale; K) at

0600 UTC on (a) 23 and (b) 26 Mar 2005. The streamfunction anomalies are computed by removing the

first three harmonics of the mean seasonal cycle from 1979 through 2008. The A and C annotations refer

to anticyclonic and cyclonic circulation centers, respectively. The red arrows highlight dominant wind

directions having large magnitudes (roughly proportional to the streamfunction gradient) and represent

snapshots of evolving and interacting midlatitude and tropical (MJO and Kelvin wave) weather–climate

systems. The streamfunction contour interval is 4 3 105 m2 s21, with the 0 contour omitted. Yellow

arrows show the mean direction of EWP energy dispersion.
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at KOK owing to its proximity to the tropical water va-

por reservoir, and possibly also due to rainout between

there and FTS, although the enhanced IWV persisted

for a longer period at FTS. Given that the AR exhibited

a similar cross-plume width at both sites, the broader

maximum at FTS reflected the fact that the AR moved

more slowly across this site in response to a transient

frontal wave in the vicinity (discussed in more detail in

section 5). Details of the AR’s structure within the inset

box of Fig. 2a will be presented later in this section.

Daily mean fields constructed from the NCEP–

NCAR global reanalysis dataset on 25 March 2005 (Figs.

6a–d) highlight the synoptic conditions over the north-

eastern Pacific associated with the landfalling AR, as

does the GOES infrared satellite imagery (Fig. 6e). The

500-hPa geopotential height analysis (Fig. 6a) portrays

a positively tilted open trough penetrating deep into the

subtropics immediately west of Hawaii and a closed an-

ticyclone just to the east of the islands. This trough–ridge

couplet propagated eastward with time. A companion

FIG. 6. Composite analyses derived from the NCEP–

NCAR reanalysis dataset for 25 Mar 2005: (a) 500-hPa

geopotential height (Z, m), (b) 925-hPa geopotential

height (Z, m), (c) 925-hPa equivalent potential tem-

perature (ue, K), and (d) vertically integrated horizontal

water vapor transport (IVT, kg s21 m21). (e) GOES-10

10.7-mm channel (IR) image of surface and/or cloud-

top brightness temperature (K, color bar at bottom) at

0700 UTC 25 Mar 2005. The inset box and dropsonde

curtain baselines shown in Fig. 2a are also displayed

here.
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geopotential height analysis at 925 hPa (Fig. 6b) shows

an extratropical cyclone situated west of Vancouver Is-

land and a trough axis extending southward to Hawaii,

bifurcating the subtropical high located northeast and

northwest of the islands and deflecting the trade winds

and associated low-level moisture poleward into the

midlatitude cyclonic circulation [cf. the equivalent po-

tential temperature (ue) analysis in Fig. 6c]. The location

of this ue plume closely matches that of the IWV plume

associated with the AR in Fig. 2b, and also coincides

with the axis of maximum vertically integrated hori-

zontal water vapor transport or flux (IVT1) directed

northeastward toward the Pacific Northwest (Fig. 6d).

The IVT analysis also shows transport of water vapor

northward from the tropics into the tail of the AR.

The maximum value of IVT at this time exceeded

700 kg s21 m21, which is stronger than the median value

of 600 kg s21 m21 within 117 cool-season (October–

March) ARs making landfall in the Pacific Northwest

during the eight water years of 1998–2005 (Neiman et al.

2008b). A GOES infrared satellite image at 0700 UTC 25

March (Fig. 6e) contains a southwest–northeast-oriented

band of cold cloud tops in the vicinity of the AR and

trailing cold front that spiraled inward toward the extra-

tropical cyclone center.

Figures 6 and 7 provide the large-scale context for the

dropsonde cross section (Fig. 8), located near the tail of

the AR in southwesterly flow aloft, within the trough at

low levels, and across the ue plume and trailing cold

front. The dropsonde curtains were spatially adjusted

such that the dropsonde containing the largest IWV in

each curtain was positioned over the core of the SSM/I

IWV plume in Fig. 7a. Core IWV values in the AR

were 3.33–4.33 cm north of Hawaii, where large CLW

(.200 g m22; Fig. 7b) and significant rain rate (as large

as 16 cm day21; Fig. 7c) were collocated. A secondary,

less organized IWV plume and associated swath of en-

hanced CLW extended northeastward from the islands

toward the AR although rainfall was absent.

The vertical structure across the AR and secondary

IWV plume, and the differences between them, are shown

in a cross section along line NW–SE in Fig. 7, based on

20 dropsondes spanning ;1350 km between 0040 and

0300 UTC 25 March (Fig. 8). Analysis of the along-front

wind U and water vapor specific humidity q (Fig. 8a)

clearly marks the position of the northwestward-sloping

polar cold front, where strong frontal shear and a co-

incident moisture gradient occurred. A plume of moisture

was situated in the southwesterly flow near the leading

edge of the front (13 g kg21 near the surface) and pen-

etrated vertically to above 500 hPa.2 Farther southeast,

low-level moisture was even greater (.14 g kg21), but

was capped by much drier air.

The U and q fields were combined into an analysis of

horizontal along-front water vapor flux from the surface

to 500 hPa (Fig. 8b) using the technique described in

Ralph et al. (2004). The flux analysis shows the AR sit-

uated on the warm side of the cold front. The AR pen-

etrated vertically to at least 500 hPa and sloped up the

warm side of the front. Flux values peaked on the warm

side of the front at ;800 hPa (.100 3 105 kg s21), while

the front itself marks a zone of strong flux gradient. This

low-latitude AR is similar in structure and magnitude to

one observed with dropsondes several years earlier in the

midlatitudes offshore of California (Ralph et al. 2004).

The flux analysis in Fig. 8b resulted from slightly weaker

low-level winds embedded in moister conditions than that

observed in its midlatitude counterpart. Southeast of the

AR, strong fluxes were confined to the lower troposphere

in the region of shallow moisture (see Fig. 8a).

A companion cross-section analysis of ue (Fig. 8c)

depicts a well-defined ue gradient with the cold front,

and a vertically oriented ue plume exceeding 328 K within

the AR. The upright character of the plume originating

at the leading edge of the front at the ocean surface is

strongly suggestive of frontally forced deep convection.

In fact, the P-3 recorded in-flight convective perturba-

tions at 425 hPa over the ue plume, and airborne radar

observed convective elements in this region (not shown).

Also, the SSM/I overpass at 1744 UTC 24 March (Fig. 7c)

recorded a narrow band of precipitation in the AR, fur-

ther evidence that deep convection was triggered by the

cold front. In the southeast half of the cross section, low-

level ue exceeded 332 K, above which a layer of signifi-

cant potential instability (2›ue/›p , 0) separated the

moist low levels from much drier air aloft. However,

given that convective inhibition was too great to over-

come in this region lacking mesoscale triggering mecha-

nisms (not shown), convection was not observed.

Figure 8d shows a dropsonde depiction of the IWV and

companion along-front vertically integrated horizontal

water vapor flux. The dropsonde IWV trace captures the

double water-vapor peak shown in Fig. 7a, the larger of

which is tied to the AR. The flux trace mirrors its IWV

counterpart, except in the region of the secondary IWV

peak. This disparity arises because the very moist lower

troposphere here is accompanied by weaker flow than

1 IVT is calculated from the surface to 300 hPa [see Neiman

et al. (2008b) for a description of the methodology].

2 A second cross section, positioned southwest of line NW–SE in

Figs. 6 and 7, is qualitatively similar in its depiction of the cold

frontal region but will not be shown for the sake of brevity.
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that found in the AR, and because the flow aloft in this

region is weaker and much drier than in the AR. Hence,

despite the fact that the SSM/I IWV and CLW images

(Figs. 7a and 7b) showed reasonably similar values in the

AR and in the secondary plume farther southeast, the

dropsondes revealed markedly different vertical struc-

tures in these two regions. The sequence of SSM/I IWV

images in Fig. 2 suggests that this secondary IWV plume

was incorporated into the overall AR farther northeast

over the next 2 days, although no direct observations are

available to confirm this.

5. Hydrometeorological impacts in the Pacific
Northwest

The offshore observations and analyses highlighted

above were made within the developing AR 1–2 days

prior to its landfall in the Pacific Northwest. In this sec-

tion, hydrometeorological impacts during landfall in

northwestern Oregon are examined using the land-based

instrumentation described in section 2 (see also Fig. 9).

A time–height section of hourly wind profiles and

along-front isotachs at AST (Fig. 10a) shows the tem-

poral descent of enhanced shear associated with a warm

front between ;1 km MSL at 0400 UTC 26 March 2005

and the surface at 1215 UTC 26 March 2005, followed by

a .32 m s21 southwesterly LLJ centered at 1 km MSL

and strong southwesterly surface flow (Fig. 10b) in the

core of the AR. This is comparable to the LLJ magni-

tudes documented in Ralph et al. (2006) that were asso-

ciated with seven flooding events on the Russian River.

During the warm-frontal descent and within the warm

sector, parallel axes of geostrophic warm advection were

observed [based on the geostrophic thermal advection

diagnostic in Neiman and Shapiro (1989)], resulting in

incremental rises in the altitude of the brightband melting

level. Additional surface traces (Fig. 10b) reveal a rapid

;8-K increase in ue, a steady decrease in pressure, and

enhanced rainfall with the descent of the warm front.

Companion GPS observations at nearby FTS (Fig. 10c)

documented a steady increase in IWV beyond the 2-cm

minimum AR threshold (Ralph et al. 2004) during the

warm-frontal descent, and values exceeding 2.8 cm within

the AR warm sector. This value of IWV matches the

 
FIG. 7. SSM/I satellite imagery centered at ;1744 UTC 24 Mar

2005 of (a) IWV (cm), (b) CLW (g m22), and (c) rain rate (RR;

cm day21). The solid lines portray the time-to-space-adjusted

NOAA P-3 dropsonde transects (as in Figs. 2a and 6). The line

labeled NW–SE is the projection line for the cross section in Fig. 8.
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mode of the distribution of 117 ARs that struck the Pacific

Northwest from 1997 to 2005 (Neiman et al. 2008b). The

along-front bulk IWV flux3 behaved similarly, approach-

ing 100 m s21 3 cm in the AR where water vapor trans-

ports are strongest (e.g., see also Fig. 8). This magnitude of

bulk water vapor flux is in the top 10% of values docu-

mented in events over four winters in California (Neiman

et al. 2009).

Starting at ;1600 UTC 26 March, a descending zone

of cooling above the LLJ was inferred by the AST profiler

at ;3 km MSL, as evidenced by the commencement

and subsequent descent of geostrophic cold advec-

tion, a descending melting level, and a modest decrease

in surface wind speed and IWV. Seven hours later (i.e.,

near 2300 UTC), a robust, surface-based cold front ac-

companied by a 1.5-km-deep wind shift from strong

southwesterly to weak westerly flow crossed the profiler.

From 2000 to 2300 UTC 26 March 2005, precipitation

increased in intensity with the approach of the front

during a period of inferred static destabilization (i.e.,

warm advection beneath cold advection) below 3 km

MSL. The IWV flux decreased sharply and the surface

pressure increased by 1.3 mb with the cold-frontal pas-

sage, marking the end of the initial phase of the AR

landfall at AST. Moderate and prolonged rain fell in the

coastal mountains during this initial phase (Fig. 10d),

with a corresponding increase in runoff in the Nehalem

River starting at 0300 UTC 26 March (Fig. 11). Following

the cold-frontal passage, the flow remained compara-

tively weak through a deep layer between 2330 UTC 26

March and 0415 UTC 27 March, during which time

the melting-level altitude, the IWV, and the IWV flux

were suppressed, and the rainfall at AST slackened.

Above ;3.5 km, a temporally ascending zone of geo-

strophic cold advection between 2200 UTC 26 March

and 0200 UTC 27 March marked the temporary down-

ward extension of the upper-tropospheric polar jet-front

system.

Strong warm-frontal shear and geostrophic warm ad-

vection returned to AST aloft at ;0400 UTC 27 March

and quickly descended to the surface by 0800 UTC, dur-

ing which period the melting level rose modestly, the IWV

increased steadily, the IWV flux strengthened markedly,

and the heaviest rain of the event fell at AST. The surface

ue jumped abruptly ;4 K with the frontal passage,

followed by a .28 m s21 southwesterly LLJ at ;1 km

MSL and strong southwesterly flow at the surface. The

IWV flux attained a peak value exceeding 70 m s21 3 cm

within this secondary warm sector, thus signifying the

return of AR conditions. At 1000 UTC, a new zone of

temporally descending geostrophic cold advection com-

menced at 3 km MSL. The forward-tilted cold front

reached the surface at 1330 UTC and was characterized

by a sharp wind shift from strong southwesterly to weak

northwesterly coinciding with a rapid 5-K decrease in

surface ue. During the cold-frontal descent, the melting

level dropped, the IWV decreased to below the 2-cm

minimum AR threshold, and the IWV flux abated

abruptly. A brief period of light rainfall accompanied

the surface frontal passage. Geostrophic cold advection

with the upper-level jet-front system reappeared above

3.8 km after 0900 UTC 27 March.

The wind profiler isotach and IWV flux analysis in

Fig. 10 provide unambiguous documentation of a tran-

sient frontal wave impacting northwestern Oregon be-

tween 0400 and 1400 UTC 27 March, during which

period the surface pressure dropped 11 mb before par-

tially recovering. This wave is clearly tracked in the IR

satellite imagery across the eastern Pacific (Fig. 12) as

an amplifying baroclinic cloud leaf along the polar cold

front (see Fig. 15c for isochrones of the frontal wave

corresponding to this cloud leaf). While this frontal

wave represents a deformation of the primary cold front,

it does not appear to have generated a secondary cy-

clone. An earlier example of such a frontal wave was

documented by Neiman et al. (2004) using research

aircraft, wind profilers, and Next Generation Weather

Radar (NEXRAD) radar. Additional annotation in the

imagery provides mesoscale context at AST based on the

wind-profiler analysis. As is often the case for West Coast

storms, the relative sparseness of surface observations

offshore and of NEXRAD radar coverage precludes de-

tection of frontal waves of the scale present in this case. It

is one of the unique capabilities of coastal wind-profiling

technology, especially when combined with surface mete-

orology and GPS IWV data, that these waves can become

apparent. However, their signatures are found most readily

in time–height cross sections, such as Fig. 10 and in Neiman

et al. (2004), rather than in traditional plan-view maps.

In the nearby coastal mountains at SFK (Fig. 10d), the

heaviest rain of the AR event fell during the frontal

wave. Total rainfall for the entire AR event approached

200 mm, roughly 4 times that observed along the coast at

AST. Orographic processes enhanced the rainfall in the

mountains due to strong low-level vapor fluxes, reduced

static stability, and greater water vapor content in the

AR environment (e.g., Neiman et al. 2002; Ralph et al.

2005a; Neiman et al. 2008b, 2009). As shown by Persson

3 The along-front bulk IWV flux is defined as the product of the

along-front component of the flow measured hourly by the AST

wind profiler in the layer between 750 and 1250 m MSL and the

hourly IWV measured at the nearby GPS receiver at FTS. A var-

iant of this technique is described in Neiman et al. (2009). Because

water vapor is typically concentrated in the lower troposphere, the

IWV flux is a first-order estimate of low-level water vapor flux.
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et al. (2005), these conditions can lead to greater con-

vective available potential energy. The frontal wave re-

tained moist AR conditions [e.g., IWV .2 cm, a threshold

identified by Ralph et al. (2004)] and resultant heavy

rainfall in northwestern Oregon for at least ;34 h. Far-

ther southeast at SLE, the frontal wave remained north of

the area, thus prolonging deeper AR moisture at that site

for nine additional hours (Fig. 10c).

To better define the relationship between the duration

of AR conditions and the passage of the frontal wave, a

simple graphical method was developed to allow a map-

ping of the duration of AR conditions over the region.

This approach follows logic laid out by Doswell et al.

(1996) whereby the combination of the shape and move-

ment of a heavy rain producing region can be combined to

identify specific areas that would be exposed to heavy

rainfall for the longest period. In the analysis used here,

the feature that produces the heavy rainfall is inter-

preted to be the region of AR conditions, which resides

adjacent to and on the warm side of the surface front,

and is on average roughly 400 km wide. While this

would normally produce a spatial pattern of ‘‘AR du-

ration’’ that is uniform across the region, the presence of

the frontal wave modifies this pattern substantially due

to the combined effects of the along-front propagation

of the frontal wave, with the overall movement of the

FIG. 8. NOAA P-3 cross sections along line NW–SE in Fig. 7 valid at 0040–0300 UTC 25 Mar 2005: (a) along-front

wind speed (m s21, directed from 2308, solid) and water vapor specific humidity (g kg21, dotted), (b) horizontal

along-front water vapor flux (3105 kg s21; shading, .50 3 105 kg s21), and (c) equivalent potential temperature (K;

dark shading, .328 K; light shading, , 316 K). Wind flags 5 25 m s21, barbs 5 5 m s21, and half-barbs 5 2.5 m s21.

The thin dashed line at ;425 hPa portrays the NOAA P-3 flight track. Frontal boundaries are marked with boldface

black lines. (d) Time series of integrated water vapor (cm, dashed) and vertically integrated horizontal along-front

water vapor transport (3105 kg s21, solid) from the dropsondes. The times (UTC) of dropsonde deployments on

25 Mar 2005 are given.
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larger-scale frontal system (with its associated AR). The

method developed here used the width of the AR de-

rived from SSM/I estimates, plus an isochrone analysis

derived from the satellite imagery in Fig. 12, where the

isochrone movement represents a combination of both

the frontal wave propagation and the movement of the

synoptic-scale trough. Assuming that the frontal wave

created a horizontal displacement of the AR relative to

its position without the frontal wave (as supported by

the profiler analysis), the propagation of the AR across

the region was estimated graphically over the 1.5-day

period from 0700 UTC 26 March to 1830 UTC 27 March

2005. From this, a plan-view contour analysis was de-

rived of the duration of AR conditions in the region off

the Pacific Northwest coast (e.g., see Fig. 15c described

in section 7a). The graphical method yielded an estimate

of a maximum duration of 28–30 h, centered over the area

that experienced the heaviest precipitation. Independent

analysis presented earlier from the profiler, GPS-met, and

precipitation data estimated maximum duration of 34 h,

suggesting the simple graphical method was reliable in

this case. The conclusion that a mesoscale region was

exposed to AR conditions and heavy orographic pre-

cipitation created substantial runoff is consistent with

conclusions by Doswell et al. (1996) that the duration

of moderate or heavy precipitation amplifies the flash

flood threat.

The landfalling AR and associated transient frontal

wave, which occurred during a period of drought, yielded

FIG. 8. (Continued)

FIG. 9. Terrain base map of northwestern OR and southwestern

WA. The following key observing sites are marked: AST 5 915-MHz

wind profiler at Astoria; FTS and SLE 5 GPS receivers at Fort

Stevens and Salem, respectively; SFK 5 rain gauge at South Fork;

and FSS 5 stream gauge at Foss.
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FIG. 10. Time series of observations from northwestern OR between 0000 UTC 26 Mar and 22 UTC

27 Mar 2005. Time increases from right to left to portray the advection of fronts from west to east. (a)

Time–height section of hourly averaged wind profiles (flags and barbs are as in Fig. 8), along-front iso-

tachs (m s21, directed from 2208; .28 m s21 red shaded), brightband melting-level heights (bold black

dots), and axes of maximum thermal wind-derived (i.e., geostrophic) warm and cold advection [red and

blue dashed lines, respectively; derivation technique described in Neiman and Shapiro (1989)] from the

AST wind profiler. Every other range gate is plotted. Boldface tick marks correspond to the times of the

IR satellite images in Fig. 12. (b) Time series of surface data from the AST wind profiler [SPD, wind speed
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a peak streamflow at FSS of ;444 m3 s21 at 0800 UTC

27 March (Fig. 11), just surpassing flood monitor stage.

This was the largest recorded flow at this gauge dur-

ing water year 2005. The two other large peaks, on

10–12 December 2004 and 18–19 January 2005, also oc-

curred during ARs, and the December AR appeared to

also tap tropical Pacific moisture.

6. Discussion of forecast uncertainty for the case
studied here

This section illustrates key challenges of forecasting

conditions associated with this AR and extreme pre-

cipitation. The Global Forecast System (GFS) ensemble-

based estimates of forecast uncertainty are shown in Fig. 13

using 500-hPa height and methods developed by Toth

et al. (2005) to quantify this uncertainty. Three lead times

relative to the date of heaviest precipitation (0000 UTC

27 March 2005) are used to demonstrate the model’s

ability to capture important aspects of the large-scale flow

at 500 hPa. Precipitation data were not available for the

forecasts beyond 3-day lead time.

Comparing Fig. 13a with Figs. 13b and 13c shows

a synoptic-scale ridge–trough geopotential height pat-

tern west of 1408W that is better predicted at 4- than at

7-day lead time, at least relative to the best forecast

shown (1-day lead time; see Fig. 13c). Note in particular

the more prominent NE–SW tilt of the ridge–trough, its

shorter zonal scale, and the low heights over western

Alaska for the 24-h forecast. Initial conditions on

and after 23 March (e.g., see Fig. 5b) captured these

important features of the large-scale circulation. This is

supported by the high degree of probability of verification

of the ridge seen in the red shading around the date line

and 308N in Figs. 13b and 13c. However, east of the ridge,

a low degree of probability of verification is evident with

the downstream trough especially in the strong south-

westerly flow. This is relative to other 24-h forecasts in

the last 30–40 days (Figs. 13b and 13c). In summary,

while key aspects of the synoptic-scale conditions be-

came better predicted by 4-day lead time, forecast

uncertainty remained large specifically in the region

containing the AR. Similarly, enhanced uncertainty in

regions containing an AR was observed by Harr et al.

(2008) during a period when western Pacific typhoons

recurved into the midlatitude westerlies and became

extratropical.

To further highlight the forecast uncertainty, and to

relate it more directly to the AR, the vertically integrated

horizontal water vapor flux along a direction from 2208

was calculated for a 112.5-hPa-thick layer centered at

850 hPa. The values were from the GFS ensemble mean

for two positions off the Oregon coast (458N, 1308W and

458N, 1258W) for forecasts valid at 0000 UTC 27 March

2005 as a function of lead time out to 15 days (Fig. 14).

This flux varied from 0.5–2.5 units as a function of lead

time before converging to 2.5 units at 1258W and 0.8 at

1308W. The largest predicted values for the position far-

ther offshore (Fig. 14a) occurred at 5–7-day lead time,

indicating the model was predicting a plume at this loca-

tion that ultimately proved too far west or too broad (see

verification at day 0). Closer to the coast (Fig. 14b) the

predicted fluxes were relatively small at those lead times

 
(m s21); ue, equivalent potential temperature (K); PRS, pressure (mb); PPT, accumulated rainfall (mm)].

Prominent warm- and cold-frontal periods are marked with red- and blue-shaded bars, respectively. (c)

Time series of 30-min IWV (cm) from the GPS receivers at FTS (green solid) and SLE (green dashed),

and time series of hourly averaged along-front IWV flux (m s21 cm; blue) centered at 1 km MSL from

AST and FTS. Red and blue bars are the same as above. (d) Bar chart of hourly rainfall (mm) at SFK,

together with rainfall totals at SFK and AST.

FIG. 11. Hydrographs (m3 s21) from the Nehalem River stream

gauge near Foss for (a) water year 2005 and (b) 15 Mar–15 Apr

2005. The gray-shaded bar in (a) marks the time window of (b), and

the gray-shaded bar in (b) marks the span of the time series in

Fig. 10.
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(i.e., 5–7-day lead time) but started increasing by day 5

and reached close to their final value by day 4. This trend

toward better forecasts of vapor flux at 4-day lead time

closer to the coast (Fig. 14b) reflects the improvements

seen in the 500-hPa height field forecasts described

earlier. For shorter lead times the predicted fluxes far-

ther offshore decreased significantly at 4- and again at

2-day lead time, overall dropping by more than 60%

from 5-day lead time to verification time. For the posi-

tion closer to the coast, the vapor flux only changed by

20% from day 4 to day 1 lead.

Inspection of QPF and quantitative precipitation es-

timation (QPE) for this event (not shown), out to 3-day

lead times, showed that major precipitation was predicted

in the region, but that mesoscale details were missed.

Maximum precipitation in the coast range of Oregon and

southern Washington, as well as Washington’s Olympic

Mountains, was underpredicted (150–200 mm observed

versus 100–125 mm predicted), while the precipitation in

coastal southern Oregon was significantly overpredicted

(2.5–25 mm observed versus 50–75 mm predicted). While

other factors were likely also involved, this is consistent

with misplacement of the AR in the forecast, and un-

derestimation of its strength.

This analysis highlights the challenge of predicting the

large-scale and mesoscale conditions in this event,

FIG. 12. GOES-10 10.7-mm channel (IR) images of surface and/or cloud-top brightness temperature (K, color bar at bottom) at (a)

0700 UTC 26 Mar, (b) 1830 UTC 26 Mar, (c) 0700 UTC 27 Mar, and (d) 1830 UTC 27 Mar 2005. The boldface white dot in each panel

marks the location of the wind profiler at AST. Annotations are provided for this site, based on the wind profiler analysis in Fig. 10. A

prominent, long-lived mesoscale frontal wave is marked in each panel.
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including the detailed position of the AR. Ultimately to

achieve accurate forecasts of the location and intensity

of extreme precipitation (on scales required for accurate

flood predictions), it is crucial to predict the AR’s am-

plitude, position, and duration over a region.

7. Conclusions

a. Summary of key planetary-, synoptic-, and
mesoscale factors diagnosed in this case study

This paper documented conditions in a strong AR that

produced heavy precipitation on the coastal mountains

of the U.S. Pacific Northwest. Although it is a single case

study, it is likely that several key elements are found in

many other cool-season extreme precipitation events on

the U.S. west coast. These elements are described from

the planetary scale to the mesoscale, partly through the

use of unique experimental measurements from aircraft,

wind profilers, and GPS-met. A key finding from the

observations and diagnostics is that there was a direct

advection of water vapor from the tropics into the south-

ern portions of the AR in a case that later impacted the

West Coast. For convenience the term tropical tap is used

here and in Fig. 15, and specifically refers to the entrain-

ment of water vapor from the band of very large IWV

FIG. 13. GFS ensemble mean forecasts of 500-hPa geopotential

heights (40-m contour interval) valid at 0000 UTC 27 Mar 2005,

based on the following forecast leads: (a) 168, (b) 96, and (c) 24 h.

The colors denote the degree of probability of verification (see

Toth et al. 2005 for more details).

FIG. 14. Daily 850-hPa total water vapor flux ensemble mean

forecasts (3107 kg s21, directed from 2208) valid at 0000 UTC

27 Mar 2005 from the NCEP GFS operational numerical model in

2.58 3 2.58 boxes centered at (a) 458N, 1308W and (b) 458N, 1258W.

The depth of the boxes is 112.5 hPa centered at 850 hPa. The lo-

cations are west of the OR coast and data are shown as a function of

forecast lead time out to 15 days.
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found along the tropics, into the subtropical extension of

the warm sector of a midlatitide extratropical cyclone, and

its incorporation into an AR that then transports at least

some of that water vapor into the midlatitudes. Although

this advection was observed in the subtropics in this case,

it should be recognized that rainout could remove much

of this tropical water vapor before reaching the coast.

However, trajectory studies by Bao et al. (2006) and Stohl

et al. (2008) showed that tropical water vapor did con-

tribute to precipitation in midlatitudes in at least those

cases. Also, Ralph et al. (2004) used satellite data to show

that rainout is relatively small on average in the subtropical

extensions of ARs (see Table 5 and Fig. 23 of Ralph et al.

2004), which is consistent with the tendency for subsidence

FIG. 15. Conceptual schematic for this case study depicting tropical–extratropical interactions leading to the

extrusion of tropical moisture into an AR over the eastern Pacific on 24–26 Mar 2005. (a) Large-scale depiction of

150-hPa streamline anomalies (red, planetary-scale circulations; green, EWP tied to the AR). The A and C labels

refer to anticyclonic and cyclonic circulation centers, respectively. The purple arrow shows the mean direction of

EWP energy dispersion. Gray shading depicts CLAUS observations of coherent cold cloud tops associated with the

MJO, three Kelvin waves (K1–K3), and the AR (enclosed within a dashed line). (b) Regional-scale depiction of the

EWP (thick gray-shaded arrow; purple arrow shows propagation direction) and associated extratropical cyclone

(standard frontal notation). Green shading depicts the tropical IWV reservoir and narrow IWV plume associated

with the AR, and the green arrows depict the tapping of tropical water vapor into the AR. Kelvin waves 2 and 3 are

enclosed with thin, black lines. The lower-tropospheric flow pattern is shown with black arrows. Dashed inset boxes in

(a) and (b) correspond to the domains in the follow-on panels. A frontal isochrone analysis for 26–27 Mar 2005 is

shown in (c), with a frontal wave propagating across the eastern Pacific and making landfall in northwestern OR

where heavy rain and flooding occurred. The blue isopleths represent the number of hours of AR conditions, based

on the isochrone analysis, and an assumption that the AR was 500 km wide.
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aloft in this region. Although it is not proven in this paper, it

is plausible that some of the tropical water vapor advected

northward from the tropics into the AR did contribute to

the heavy precipitation in Oregon in this case.

This study identifies several key physical processes that

came together to create this heavy precipitation event,

some of which were highlighted in a very brief earlier case

shown by Doswell et al. (1996) that hit Alaska. While

a number of these elements have been the focus of attention

by forecasters and researchers, this study brings them to-

gether in a uniquely detailed manner, with special attention

given to the role of a strong AR. The following processes

played key roles in creating the heavy precipitation event,

and are summarized schematically in Fig. 15:

d An MJO convective signal first formed over the tropical

Indian Ocean, triggering changes in the extratropical

flow concurrent with several eastward-propagating

Kelvin waves in the tropics (Fig. 15a). In the extratropics

a wave packet (EWP) propagated from western Asia

to the Pacific where it was manifested as a wave train

of amplified ridges and troughs in the eastern Pacific

(Fig. 15a). Previous statistical studies show such EWPs

are able to penetrate toward the equator because the

MJO-modified zonal flow pattern makes the region

favorable for Rossby wave propagation.
d The EWP included an extratropical cyclone in the Gulf

of Alaska, with an associated cold front and well-defined

atmospheric river to its south. The deep penetration into

the tropics by the EWP allowed the southern portion of

the extratropical trough and associated AR to reach low

latitudes in the vicinity of Hawaii. The NOAA P-3 air-

craft data confirmed the presence of strong northward

water vapor transport in the lower troposphere deep into

the subtropics (228–328N) near Hawaii.
d The presence of a Kelvin wave near this region had dis-

placed the northern edge of the tropical water vapor

reservoir northward. The Kelvin wave and southern

portion of the AR then coincided so as to allow tropical

water vapor to become entrained into the AR, forming

a ‘‘tropical tap’’ (Fig. 15b). Because the Kelvin wave and

EWP are presumed to be independent of one another,

the phasing that occurred between the AR and Kelvin

wave represents either a stochastic process or a fast var-

iation favored during the 1 to 3 phase transition of the

MJO. While the precise amount of tropical water vapor

that was advected all the way to the U.S. west coast re-

mains unclear, and thus its contribution to the extreme

precipitation, it is plausible that this was substantial based

on trajectory analysis from other case studies (e.g., Bao

et al. 2006; Knippertz and Wernli 2010).
d As the AR approached the Pacific Northwest, a well-

defined frontal wave developed along the primary cold

front. Offshore, this was tracked using GOES IR sat-

ellite images, and was observed at the coast through

analysis of detailed time–height cross sections and sur-

face data available from the NOAA/ESRL/PSD field

equipment in place. The satellite-based isochrone anal-

ysis of the frontal wave was used, along with the width of

the AR to calculate the impacts of the frontal wave on

the duration of AR conditions in the region (Fig. 15c).

This analysis estimated a duration of slightly over 28 h

in a rather limited area of the Pacific Northwest coast,

which compared very well with the region of heaviest

precipitation and with the independent analysis of a

34-h duration derived from the wind profiler and GPS-

met observations on the Oregon coast.

b. Future work

From a research perspective, these results point toward

the need for further, more definitive aircraft observations

of the advection of tropical water vapor into ARs, as well

as diagnostic studies using trajectory analysis techniques

and water vapor transport budget diagnostics. The de-

velopment of a meso-alpha-scale frontal wave is a crucial

element of at least some extreme precipitation events

along the West Coast and further research is needed to

assess how best to detect and predict this important fea-

ture and changes in the AR associated with it. It is also

apparent that many other physical processes can play

a role in amplifying or decreasing AR strength and the

precipitation they can produce upon landfall, such as

air–sea fluxes from anomalously warm coastal sea surface

temperatures associated with ENSO (Persson et al. 2005).

Finally, the limitations of a single case study are significant,

but the results from this single event lay the groundwork

for extending this analysis to many other cases to help

establish patterns in the key relationships. It should be

noted that the month of May 2005, which followed the

case studied here, was characterized by a new cycle of

strong MJO activity and by the wettest May on record

for portions of northern California (e.g., 236 mm in 72 h).

Analysis of other similar events should yield insights re-

garding the importance of each element found in this case

study and how those elements generate and/or modulate

extreme precipitation along the U.S. west coast.
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